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About This Game

It’s the year 1931, and Oklahoma has been brought to its knees by the Dust Bowl. But the suffocating dust is the least of your
problems...

Take on the role of Thomas Joad, a proud farmer and father. Over the course of three nights he tries to unravel the mysterious
and horrific events that are plaguing his once beautiful land.

Explore the dried up farm to find clues to what’s going on. Evade and outsmart the dangers of the field. Unravel the events
leading up to these horrific nights. Try to come to terms with your fragile existence.

All Is Dust.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Explorative gameplay interspersed with terror and panic.
Oculus Rift compatible for the most immersive horror.

Hand-drawn cutscenes.
Eerie 1930s themed music and SFX.

Totally free! No DLC or nothing!
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Title: All Is Dust
Genre: Adventure, Free to Play
Developer:
Mannequin Games LLC
Publisher:
Mannequin Games LLC
Release Date: 26 Jun, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i3 5015

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 470

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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all is dust mtg deck. all is dust aspiring sorcerer. all is dust steam. all is dust ruling. all else is dust. all you need is fairy dust. all is
dust lands. all is dust 40k rule. all you need is pixie dust quote. all is dust deck. all is dust - lament of thousand sons lyrics. all is
dust combo. all is dust triggers. all is dust rule 40k. all is dust game story. all is dust wh40k. all is dust face to face. all is dust
band. all is dust modern. where is all the dust coming from in texas. all is dust mtggoldfish. all is dust in latin. all is dust
multiplayer. all is dust star city. all is dust magiccardmarket. all is dust modern masters. all is dust ultimate masters. all is dust
banned. all thanos will have is dust and blood. gladiator all else is dust and air. all is dust cost

I could not get out of the game i even tried Ctrl alt delete and the only way i could get out was to turn off my computer [Wow
this game still sucks.]. It's hard for me to say if I should recommend this or not but I'll give it a yes and say Horror fans might
enjoy the overall concept of this game plus for a free game it's not that bad.

Pros:
Cool story. (bro)
Great setting. (Can never go wrong with a cornfield)
Creepy creatures. I love how they watch you move.
No loud IN YOUR FACE type jumpscares.
Free

Cons:
Voice acting is not so great.
Getting stuck on objects.
Randomly launching into the air then getting stuck in the air and having to restart.
Game can sometimes Freeze.
Not enough music to set the scene.

10\/10 Would get stuck on the well, launch into the air and get stared at by 3 demons until I die again.. The game is awesome, i
played about 2 chapters, i will finish the game at one point, for the moment, for me, is working good, just one problem, in one
moment of game(2nd chapter) the character can't move without pressing Shift button, the story for the moment is good, has a
little bit of amnesia :) For a Free Game i give 9\/10 cause i didn't finished yet for the full review. :). No graphic options, no
options at all infact. Game launched in windowed mode and wasn't able to change other than using alt+F5 (Those who don't
know this shortcut are screwed). No audio options, no other options, hell, this title doesn't even have a "Quit" or "Escape" button
to leave the game. You've got to task manager it or Alt + f4.

I didn't even bother spending more than 6 mins playing this title because I find it unplayable being unable to change the options.

Not reccomended, goodluck to the developers.
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